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Abstract
The year 2014 marked 50 years since the civil-military coup in Brazil, on March
31, 1964. Recently, Brazilian historiography has been devoting a renewed interest
in this period of the military rule in the country (1964-1985). A common element
in the analyses that have developed identifies a significant role for the rule of lawhuman rights movement in the country, from which it would have been possible
to form a systematic opposition to the Brazilian dictatorship that would lead to
the transition to democracy. Nevertheless, there is still an existing gap in this
discussion about the Brazilian rule of law-human rights movement, which relates
to a consistent analysis of the network of politics and practices, connected to the
field of law in Western countries since World War II. It is my premise that this
analysis will facilitate a better comprehension of the Brazilian transition and its
historical connections with the “Global North.” The philanthropic foundations
played a significant role in promoting this network. My research contributes by
filling in aspects of this gap in the Brazilian debate, and provides an analysis of
the role played in the rule of law-human rights international movement by the
International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) and the programs of philanthropic
foundations concerning the field of law directed to Latin American countries
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The American Legal Programs in Brazil:
from Modernization Theory to Human
Rights1
The year 2014 marked 50 years since the civil-military coup in Brazil, on
March 31, 1964. Recently, Brazilian historiography has been devoting a
renewed interest in this period of the military rule in the country (1964-1985).2
A common element in the analyses that have developed identifies a significant
role for the rule of law-human rights movement in the country, from which it
would have been possible to form a systematic opposition to the Brazilian
dictatorship that would lead to the transition to democracy. Nevertheless,
there is still an existing gap in this discussion about the Brazilian rule of lawhuman rights movement, which relates to a consistent analysis of the network
of politics and practices, connected to the field of law3 in Western countries
since World War II. It is my premise that this analysis will facilitate a better
comprehension of the Brazilian transition and its historical connections with
the “Global North”4. The philanthropic foundations played a significant role
in promoting this network. My research contributes by filling in aspects of this
gap in the Brazilian debate, and provides an analysis of the role played in the
rule of law-human rights international movement by the International
Commission of Jurists (ICJ)5 and the programs of philanthropic foundations
concerning the field of law directed to Latin American countries.
My three weeks’ research at the Rockefeller Archive Center (RAC) involved an
effort to cover and form a more or less comprehensible picture of the legal
programs developed by foundations in Brazil, especially during the period of
military rule. My interests centered on Ford Foundation (FF) and Rockefeller
Brothers Fund (RBF) archival material.

It focused on the ICJ and the

American Association for the International Commission of Jurists (AAICJ the most important section of the ICJ).6 I also looked at records related to
American legal assistance programs (the so-called “law and development
movement”) for Brazil, especially the 1966 creation of the Center for the Study
and Research on the Teaching of Law (Centro de Estudos e Pesquisa no Ensino
3

do Direito ¬CEPED) in Rio de Janeiro. Also of interest to me were the FF’s
staff discussions in the beginning of the 1970s, about its human rights
programs (and also some reports written in the 1980s and 1990s about this
issue). Ford’s law programs to Brazil after 1976-1977 were also important,
when, it seems, a reorganization took place – which occurred under a heading
of Public Interest Law, Social Justice, and Human Rights.
It is possible to propose two different moments and purposes for these lawrelated programs for Brazil:
A first moment and purpose occurred between the beginning of the 1950s and
the end of the 1960s, concerned directly with the export of “technocracy of
development” from the United States to Latin American countries, in the form
of the modernization theory. The field of law became a tool of this technocracy
of development. In a broader sense, (both to the so-called “Third World” as to
the Latin American countries) modernization theory, once it organized an
amplified definition of the functions of executive power, stipulated a new
definition to the “rule of law” concept, particularly the strict separation of state
powers. For instance, between the 50s and the beginning of the 60s, the
International Commission of Jurists worked with this redefinition in its
congresses around the world: it produced a carefully articulated concept of the
rule of law, based on the “cooperation” between powers, putting this amplified
attitude of the executive power under the law.7
One of the most important initiatives in this field was the “law and
development movement,” which was based on the modernization theory
premise that economic development would lead to the foundations of
democratic

institutions,

totalitarianism.

8

safeguarding

countries

like

Brazil

against

American legal assistance, involving the Agency for

International Development (AID), the American Bar Association (ABA), the
American Society of International Law, the International Legal Center, the FF,
the Peace Corps, and leading American law schools, was provided initially in
the mid-1950s for the newly independent countries in Asia (and afterwards in
Africa), focusing on legal research and teaching. In sum, the law in those
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countries should play a central role in what Eisenhower’s Secretary of State,
John F. Dulles, called “an orderly evolution” from the colonial to an
independent status, distant from any radicalism or neutralism.9
In the mid-1960s, based on the educational approach successfully
experienced in the Third World, the law and development movement turned
its efforts to reform Latin American legal education in Chile, Colombia, Peru,
Costa Rica, and Brazil. 10 According to James Gardner, a former Ford
Foundation staff member in Latin American, the “… relevant literature
increasingly expressed the need to get formal law ‘out of the way’ of
development, however, as well as the need to replace legal formalism with a
more ‘creative’ and ‘constructive’ instrumental approach to law”.11
In 1966 in Brazil, the AID, the Ford Foundation and a group of Brazilian
lawyers (most of whom were active in the corporate sector) created a new
center to reform legal education in the country: the Center for the Study and
Research in Legal Education (CEPED), formally connected to the law faculty
of the State University of Guanabara, in Rio de Janeiro but, in practice,
independent.12 CEPED exemplified the typical form in which American legal
assistance took shape in the Latin American region. It was against legal
formalism, associated with an impediment to developmental change; the
program defended the need of replacing this kind of legal approach to a more
imaginative and dynamic one. In other words, the Center intended to create a
professional who was pragmatic and omnipresent, like an engineer capable of
solving problems impeding modernization. This kind of lawyer would have, in
this sense, a social role to play in developmental efforts, a social function to
perform.13 (It is important to remember that, at this time, the countries in the
region were putting into practice modernization programs, which involved the
creation or redefinition of political and economic institutions, universities,
post-graduate studies and so on, and largely could rely on this new
professional of the law14.)
However, the referenced American legal model also tended to undermine the
role of the law as a potential source of opposition to state power. In fact, when
opposition movements in Latin American countries started to organize and
5

grow, they relied on traditional rule-of-law jurisprudence, eschewing the ruleskepticism and instrumental law in which the American legal model was
based. Accordingly, as James Gardner puts it, “those models… were simply
too lacking in ethical and value content or informed social theory, too closely
identified with policy and power, and too readily vulnerable to executive or
authoritarian ordering and abuse.”15
In fact, at the end of the decade, the liberal anticommunism of American
foreign policy and its international activism started to manifest a moral
exhaustion. This was due, in a general sense, to the war in Vietnam. However,
it was also related to the fact that the politics of reform could not solve the
problems of the exclusion of minorities in the United States and did not lead
to democratic regimes in Latin America or in Third World, as expected, by
intellectuals like Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. On the contrary, the military
dictatorships, in many cases, supported by the U.S. government, started to
pullulate all over, and with them, the expansion the human rights abuses.16
A second moment and purpose of legal programs in Brazil, began in the 1960s
to the 1970s, and extended until the second half of the 1980s. They correspond
in a general sense to the formulation of an answer from the Ford Foundation’s
perception of the role that law should play in Brazil and others Latin American
countries.
Thus, the political answer to this moral exhaustion came from a re-evaluation
of human rights language.17 In turn, this re-evaluation fundamentally came
from a reaction to Latin America realities, especially in Argentina, Brazil, and
Chile.18 Beginning in 1970, some groups in the U.S. Congress starts to devote
great attention to the human rights abuses in Latin American and Third World
countries, putting the issue at the center of the political arena. Based largely
on reports produced by the ICJ, Amnesty International, and the Red Cross
concerning human rights abuses, Congress enacted legislation linking United
States aid and military assistance to the human rights situation in the target
country; furthermore, Congress would demand the creation of a special
bureau on human rights within the State Department.
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In this regard, also coming from Congress, this time from the House
Subcommittee on International Organizations and Movements, headed by
Congressman Donald M. Fraser, was a report published in March 1974 what
would represent a catalytic force in the human rights debate in United States.
The report, “Human Rights in the World Community: A Call for U.S.
Leadership,” demanded a significant shift in the Nixon/Kissinger’s realpolitik
foreign policy, which was not paying the proper attention in its agenda to the
issue. 19 This official concern with human rights has another important
moment with Jimmy Carter’s presidential campaign and, later on, with his
administration (1977-1981). The Carter administration, indeed, represented
the culmination of a vivid debate within the American establishment that
came to replace the reformist premise, with a new discourse based
fundamentally on human rights. The Carter/Brzezinski agenda had the
potential of updating the design of the international alliance in the West and
the political field in the United States around human rights (a moral refoundation of American politics).20
Also reacting to the human rights issue in Latin America, the Ford
Foundation’s staff started to discuss its human rights policy in a series of
internal reports, which prompted the formulation of the “Human Rights and
Intellectual Freedom” study paper in 1975. This policy proposal, written by
Francis X. Sutton in November of that year, was prepared for the Board of
Trustees’ meeting in December.21
Further study is required, but it seems that the “intellectual freedom” aspect
of this policy paper – if, in fact, it had central importance22 – provides an
understanding at that time of the human rights issue as perceived by the Ford
Foundation staff. Sutton’s study was written largely in response to the
criticisms by David Bell, the director of the FF’s International Division, to a
study prepared by David Heaps’ “Draft Report on Human Rights”, dated
August 1974. Heaps argued that the essential commitment in Ford activities
was to public welfare in two directions: improvement of economic conditions
and reinforcement of national institutions, having not displayed “…
systematic and sustained concern with what is now an epiphenomenon of the
times – the pervasive abuse of human rights by arbitrary officials actions…”23.
7

In this sense, Heaps defended an understanding of human rights in what it
was related to political prisoners, paying little attention to organizations like
the International Association for Cultural Freedom (IACF) and to the
International Press Institute (IPI), i.e., to the freedom of inquiry.
It was on this specific subject that David Bell criticized Heaps’ study: The Ford
Foundation could help political prisoners, but the central focus of its activities
should rely on issues of free inquiry and expression, with which FF was
involved from the very beginning of its activities. For some reason, Bell also
understood that Heaps put aside the situations of political prisoners in the
Soviet Union (in spite of Heaps, as well noted by William Korey, citing
Sakharov as a source of information about 10.000 political prisoners in the
Soviet Union). 24 The subsequent Sutton’s study paper, indeed, absorbed
David Bell’s concerns about free inquiry, which would involve important FF’s
activities to the communist world in Eastern Europe. (It must be remembered,
for instance, that the Foundation for European Intellectual Cooperation
(FEIC), created, in 1956, to defend intellectual freedom in face of the
repression in the region, was an important asset of the FF’s activities: through
FEIC’s grants about 3.000 Eastern intellectuals could travel to Paris and
Western Europe).25
Shortly afterwards, the Ford Foundation re-evaluated its programs in relation
to Brazil and others Latin American countries. In 1977, a Wisconsin University
law professor and AID and FF advisor, David M. Trubek, started a round-table
discussion on public interest law and human rights in Brazil. In September of
that year, after several discussions which included Brazilian legal elite, the
FF’s staff in Rio de Janeiro, and Trubek, a round-table was held at the Casa de
Rui Barbosa Foundation. The result was the formation of a committee that
would lead to the creation of a center, from where it would be possible to
coordinate action effectively for programs related to social justice, i.e., law and
social justice research; environmental and social groups (such as those of
indigenous people and women); individual rights; and legal services for the
disadvantaged. This re-evaluation was based not only on the growing protest
against the military rule, but also on a perception that the Brazilian
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modernization model, in spite of its substantial impact, was being made at the
expense of the vast majority of the population.
As a result of these efforts, different social groups in Brazil and in others Latin
American countries came to form their opposition to the military
dictatorships in the region around an amplified “political center,” far from
political radicalisms on the left and the right. Not only did these actors defend
and publicize the situation of political prisoners through reports by the ICJ,
AI and the Red Cross about the human rights violation in those countries, but
also to the extent that they helped to give substance to the opposition’s
agenda, which favored the political and future constitutional forms of the
transition to democracy.26
A more in-depth discussion of these developments is still required, but it is
possible to form a picture of the legal programs which grew in Brazil and the
historical connections between Latin America and the Global North. Those
programs played an important role in Brazilian history, informing and
influencing, for instance, the development process and, afterwards, the
struggle against the military rule in the country that took shape with the rule
of law-human rights discourse. It is in the form of this renewed political
premise, with a human rights focus, that the country came to establish its
political and institutional forms of democracy, freedom, political participation
and the role of the state in relation to civil society.
*****
It can be safely said that the materials at the Rockefeller Archive Center are of
invaluable importance to comprehend Latin American history. The Brazilian
historiographical debate concerning human rights and the rule of law, which
is part of my research interests, has been deeply enriched with these materials.
I am very thankful for the grant-in-aid award and for all the support received
during my time at RAC, with special thanks to Tom Rosenbaum and Bethany
J. Antos.
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This report is based on an attempt to form, in a preliminary way, a map concerning
my thesis, specifically the contribution of RAC’s collections to the research archives of
my research. Nevertheless, the reader will be able to form an idea about the importance
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